Raffa III

Thinking XXXX

unify group X

Finding meaning and identity?

The engineer and the architect?

The engineer and the architect...

A film maker with story, sets, actors, in its creating a film. It is a bit like architecture.
Looking at what I was writing yesterday, architecture seems like a good metaphor for what I want to study.

1) Art has to do with self-expression
2) Art has to do with novelty or the unexpected.

→ Is it possible to think of F.W. Taylor as an architect? The pencil is not a new in the world, the pencil.

Is it beautiful?

Is it军队 cost-effectively?

Melancholy → Surrealism

Leni-Riefenstahl → Structuralism.

→ The only way to explain a piece of art is to compare it to another piece of art.
Systems thinking concerns of finding isomorphisms between different systems. Such isomorphisms mean that one system can be a model for another.

"goal oriented \[ \rightarrow \text{"one best way"} \]
1) system oriented \[ \rightarrow \text{...} \]
2) goal oriented
3) system oriented
4) system oriented
5) goal oriented
6) system oriented

\[ \text{V} \]

Structural \[ \checkmark \]
Context \[ \checkmark \]
Analysis \[ \text{V} \]
Values \[ \text{V} \]

ecological

System theory deals with understanding.

\[ \text{V} \]

P. Thunen
The power of numerical analysis is insight, not numbers.

1) Functionalism
2) Structuralism

I. Parole analysis for identifying subcultural intent
   1) Category theory for the indistinguishable subgroup by use of analysis.
I can help shape an identity based on multiliteracy?

- fits with "structuralism & postmodernism"
- fits with "multiliteracies"
- involves "multiliteracies"
- context for understanding complex meanings literal texts
  - like the "canonical" history
  - Shakespeare, Spenser, etc.
  - not modern

- does NOT make too well with history ??
  - well, few "moderns"
  - modern about history

- language is not only "shallow", it also depends on interpretation
  - "death of the author/birth of the reader"
    - politics of interpretation.
When I analyze the books or Homer ingeniously, what matters is my interpretation, not what the original authors had in mind.

It is a form of interpretation.

7 taxpayer games.
The main idea about
admirable does not sound right,
because what we create are
conceputal structures and
physical structures.

What about nuclear den?
Our nuclearules are are looking
for beautiful structures.

Well, I am everly models. No,
I think Jewish has a better unity
than many of them would imagine.
Typical example would be Piesch and
Zwi-Steiner.
I am not interested in art, I am interested in social science ( anthropology, social science).

Freud, Lacan, Piaget, Levi-Strauss
I am interested in people and technology. HUMAN ANXIETY.

This is a topic I can identify with.

Everything that involves men with thick beards comes from that field.
Chips paper.

What is the objective?

RQ?

Based on today's insights,

I need to become an expert on

I/O psychology as it applies
to I/O.

Which parts of I/O process

are relevant for my Corona

Mobile?